Abstract. There is increasing interest in improving the robustness of IR systems, i.e. their effectiveness on difficult queries. A system is robust when it achieves both a high Mean Average Precision (MAP) value for the entire set of topics and a significant MAP value over its worst X topics (MAP(X)). It is a well known fact that Query Expansion (QE) increases global MAP but hurts the performance on the worst topics. A selective application of QE would thus be a natural answer to obtain a more robust retrieval system. We define two information theoretic functions which are shown to be correlated respectively with the average precision and with the increase of average precision under the application of QE. The second measure is used to selectively apply QE. This method achieves a performance similar to that with unexpanded method on the worst topics, and better performance than full QE on the whole set of topics.
Introduction
Formulating a well-defined topic is a fundamental issue in Information Retrieval. Users in general are not aware of the intrinsic ambiguity conveyed by their queries, as well as they are not confident on whether submitting short or long queries to obtain the highest retrieval quality. It is a largely accepted evidence that, for example, pseudo-relevance feedback (also known as blind feedback or retrieval feedback) can be used to expand original queries with several additional terms with the aim of a finer formulation of the initial queries.
In many cases the QE process succeeds, but in some cases QE worsens the quality of the retrieval. Global performance values tell us the average behaviour of the system, but not if the system has a large variance in performance over all single topics. Retrieval can be excellent with some queries and very poorperforming with others. The introduction of the notion of robustness in retrieval is thus motivated by the necessity of improving the quality of the retrieval also on the most difficult queries.
Two new evaluation measures for robustness have been defined in the TREC environment, i.e. the number of topics with no relevant documents in the top retrieved 10 (denoted in this paper by NrTopicsWithNoRel) and MAP(X), which measures the area under the average precision over the worst X (=%25 of) topics. A topic is deemed worst with respect to the individual run being evaluated.
The use of full QE usually results in an improvement of global MAP over the unexpanded method. However, we notice that:
-the number NrTopicsWithNoRel of topics with no relevant documents in the top retrieved 10 increases when QE is activated, and similarly -MAP of the worst X topics diminishes when QE is adopted.
Briefly, QE always worsen the performance of the system on its poor-performing queries. The objective of our study focuses on defining a decision method for QE activation able to achieve or ameliorate as much as possible the global MAP value obtained by full QE, while keeping the other two new measures at the same value as the unexpanded method.
We address the following issues:
-defining an operational notion of a poor-performing query, that can be used to have a measure on the risk of performing QE on that query. -defining a measure predicting on what queries there is a reasonable chance that QE fails or succeeds. This measure can be used to selectively activate QE.
The problem of predicting a poor-performing query is not new. It has been investigated under different names, such as query-difficulty, query-specificity, query-ambiguity or even as an inherent problem of QE. Indeed, the importance of the query-terms based on the quality of the first-pass ranking can be assessed. According to Kwok [?] the within-document term-frequency and the standard Idf can be combined to "peak up" those query-terms that hold a higher weight in the original query. Difficult queries are those which do not possess a variety of such important terms.
A different approach uses a similarity measure based on the cosine function to generate the query-space. This topology does not exhibit a significant regularity in the position of the difficult and of the easy queries. There is only some continuity in the position of the queries of the same type [?] .
The closest work to our investigation is the clarity score based on the language model [?] . The clarity score needs to be computed at the indexing time since it contains a collection model component.
As far as we know there has not been any methodological or experimental work addressing the problem of the selective application of QE. This is a challenging task because it requires to formally relate the relevance to other notions like query-difficulty and query expansion.
We propose a method which achieves a performance similar to that of the unexpanded baseline on the worst topics, but better performance than full QE on the whole set of topics. Our work is thus a fist step towards the definition of a decision methodology for the selective use of the QE.
In 
Retrieval Setting
Our objective is to develop a methodology for a stable and robust QE activation to improve the performance on both the worst topics and all topics. We consider the description-only queries of the TREC 2003 robust track data. Their average length after stemming and with the stop list is about 8 terms.
The retrieval framework is made up of two components: the DFR withindocument term-weighting model and QE within-query term-weighting model. In the next two sections we briefly describe these two components. We use different DFR models to test robustness with selective QE activation.
Term-weighting models
The DFR within-document term-weighting models are: I(n)OL2, I(n e )OL2, I(n)B2, I(n e )B2, I(n e )OB2. They are obtained from the generating formula:
Info DFR = − log 2 Prob(term freq|doc freq, Freq(term|Collection)) (1) where Prob is the probability of obtaining a given within-document term-frequency randomly. Formula 1 is not used directly, but it is normalized by considering the probability of the observed term-frequency only in the set of documents containing the term. The final weighting formulas are:
I(n e )OL2 : tf n tf n + 1 log 2 N − n e + 1 n e + 0.5
I(n)B2 :
I(n e )B2 :
I(n e )OB2 :
where tf n = term freq · log 2 1 + c · average document length document length , N is the size of the collection,
Freq(term|Collection) is the within-collection term-frequency, term freq is the within-document term-frequency, doc freq is the document-frequency of the term, the parameter c is set to 3.
Query expansion
The QE method is the same as used an TREC-10 with very good results [?] except for the parameter tuning and some additional expansion weight models.
The weight of a term of the expanded query q * of the original query q is obtained as follows:
where tf q n is the normalized term-frequency within the original query q, i.e.
tf q maxt∈qtf q MaxInfo = arg t∈q * max Info DFR Info DFR is a term-frequency in the expanded query induced by using a DFR model, that is: (7) Formula 7 uses the same probabilistic model Prob of Formula 1, but the observed frequencies are different. The term-weighting models compute the probability of obtaining a given within-document term-frequency, whereas the withinquery term-weighting computes the probability of obtaining a given term-frequency within the topmost retrieved documents.
For the implementation of Info DFR we here use the normalized KullbackLeibler measure (KL) [?,?] 
A further condition imposed for the selection of the new query-terms is that they must appear in at least two retrieved documents. This condition is to avoid the noise that could be produced by those highly informative terms which appear only once in the set of the topmost retrieved documents. The QE parameters are set as follows: β = 0.4 |TopDocuments| = 10 the number of terms of the expanded query is equal to 40. Table 1 compares a baseline run with the full QE runs. We chose the model I(n e )OB2 defined in Formula 6 as baseline for the comparison, since it is the " best" performing model on the most difficult topics.
The unexpanded runs achieve the best MAP(X) and the lowest NrTopicsWithNoRel, and the runs with expanded queries achieve the highest values of MAP and precision at 10.
Selective application of QE
In the following we study the problem of selectively applying QE to the set of topics.
We exploit the Info DFR measures, as defined by Formula 7, and introduce a new measure InfoQ. We show that the sum of all Info DFR over the terms of the query is related to the Average Precision (AP) and InfoQ is related to the AP increase after the QE activation. In other words, Info DFR is an indicator of a possible low outcome of AP, attesting thus when a topic is possibly difficult. On the other hand, InfoQ is an indicator of the successful application of QE.
These findings can be a first step towards the definition of a more stable decision strategy for the selective use of the QE.
Test data
The document collection used to test robustness is the set of documents on both TREC Disks 4 and 5 minus the Congressional Record on disk 4, containing 528,155 documents of 1.9 GB size. The set of test-topics contains 100 statements. Among these topics there are 50 topics that are known to be difficult for many systems. These 50 difficult topics were extracted from all 150 queries of previous TRECs using this same collection. We have indexed all fields of the documents and used Porter's stemming algorithm.
How QE affects Robustness
Consider as an example the performance of the model of Formula 2, I(n)OL2, as shown in Table 2 .
With full QE, we achieve an increase of MAP equal to +7.5% with respect to the baseline run. If we had an oracle telling us when to apply QE query-byquery, the MAP increase would nearly double passing from +7.5% to +13.3%.
However, without the oracle a wrong decision of omitting the QE mechanism would seriously hurt the final MAP of the run. The average gain per query is ∼0.063 and the gain is much greater than the average loss (∼0.039). Moreover, the number of cases with a successful application of QE (57 out 100) is larger than the number of the failure cases. Both odds are thus in favour of the application of QE.
Comparing the figures of Table 2 with those relative to all the 150 queries of the past TREC data, we observe a detriment of the success rate. The success rate is around 65% with all the 150 old queries of past TREC data. A detriment in precision at 10 is observed for only 15% of all the 150 old queries (against 19% of the TREC 2003 queries).
In addition, the increase of MAP with QE using all the old 150 queries is larger (∼ +10%) than that obtained with this TREC data (∼ +5%).
Selective application of QE: topic difficulty
It is a well known evidence that the QE effectiveness is strictly related to the number of documents which are relevant for a given query in the set of the topmost documents in the ranking. If the early precision of the first-pass retrieval is high, then we have a good chance to extract good additional topic terms together with their relative query-weights. To start our investigation we first compute the correlation factor between -the number Rel of relevant documents in the whole collection and the AP value over the 100 queries, and -between Rel and the precision at 10( P@10).
The correlation value −1 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 indicates the degree of the linear dependence between the two pair of measurements. When ρ = 0 the correlation coefficient indicates that the two variables are independent. When instead there is a linear correlation, the correlation coefficient is either −1 or 1 [?]. A negative correlation factor indicates that the two variables are inversely related.
Surprisingly, these correlation factors come out to be both negative: ρ(Rel, AP) = −0.36 and ρ(Rel, P@10) = −0.14. Although in these two cases the absolute values of the correlation coefficient are not close to −1, even small values of the correlation factor are regarded very meaningful especially in large samples [?] .
Therefore, these values of the correlation factors seem to demonstrate that the greater the number Rel of relevant documents, the less the precision (MAP and P@10). An approximation line of the scatter line of the AP values for different numbers of relevant documents is produced in Figure 1 . The fact that the correlation factor with AP is larger than that with P@10 is due to the definition of AP. The AP measure combines recall and precision by using the number Rel of relevant documents.
This negative correlation might appear to be counter-intuitive, since among the easiest topics there are many which possess a small number of relevant documents, and, as opposite, many difficult topics have many relevant documents. On the other hand, a possible explanation of these negative correlation factors is that a small number of relevant documents for a topic witnesses the fact that the topic is "specific" or "non-general" with respect to the content of the collection. In such a situation, common-sense says that specific queries have few relevant documents, their query-terms have few occurrences in the collection, and they thus are the easiest ones. However, a definition of the specificity based on the number of relevant documents for the query would depend on the evaluation; we rather prefer to have a different but operational definition of the query-specificity or query-difficulty.
The notion of query-difficulty is given by the notion of the amount of information Info DFR gained after a first-pass ranking. If there is a significant divergence in the query-term frequencies before and after the retrieval, then we make the hypothesis that this divergence is caused by a query which is easy-defined.
Info DFR = t∈Q − log 2 Prob(Freq(t|TopDocuments)|Freq(t|Collection)) (10) where Prob(t|Collection, TopDocuments) is a DFR basic model (based on the Binomial, the Bose-Einstein statistics or the Kullback-Leibler divergence measure, as defined in Formulas 8 and 9). We here use the probability of BoseEinstein defined in Formula (9). We stress agin the fact that the same weighting formula is used by our expansion method. together with the Kullback-Leibler divergence I(n e )OL2 (see Table 1 ).
There are other information theoretic measures capturing the notion of termspecificity of the query.
The goodness of Info DFR is tested with the linear correlation factor with AP of the unexpanded queries. The motivation is that easy queries usually yield high AP values. To compute the difficulty score of the query we first produced a first-pass ranking as it is done in QE. We took the set TopDocuments of the first 10 retrieved documents and we computed a score for each term occurring in the query. We considered the query-terms which appear at least twice in these pseudo-relevant documents. This score reflects the amount of information carried by the query-term within these pseudo-relevant documents. As shown in Figure 2 , Info DFR has a significant correlation with the AP of the unexpanded queries ρ(Info Bo2 , AP) = 0.52. Similarly to the negative correlation between the number of relevant documents and the AP of the unexpanded queries, which is ρ(Rel, AP) = −0.36, the correlation factor between the score InfoQ and Rel is negative ( ρ(Rel, Info Bo2 ) = −0.23). Again, this may be explained by the fact that specific queries possess fewer relevant documents.
Unfortunately, we did not find a significant correlation between Info DFR and QE; that is, Info DFR is not able to predict a successful application of QE in a second-pass ranking. These results show that the performance of query expansion is not directly related to query difficult, consistent with the observation [?] that although the retrieval effectiveness of QE in general increases as the query difficult decreases, very easy queries hurt performance. 
Predicting the successful application of QE
Since Info DFR cannot be used as a good indicator for the performance of the QE, we explore alternative information-theoretic functions. The function
is shown to have a moderately weak negative correlation with QE: ρ(QE, InfoPriorQ) = −0.27. InfoPriorQ is linearly related to the length of the query with correlation factor ρ(QueryLength, InfoPriorQ) = 0.90, so that InfoPriorQ does not differ to much from the query length. In other words, the query length is an alternative good indicator for the successful application of the QE. Short queries need in general QE whilst very long queries do not need QE, but this simple fact does not solve the problem of moderately long queries for which QE may or may not succeed.
Let The function:
where the µ X s and the σ X s stand for the mean and the standard deviation of the X values, combines InfoPriorQ and Info DFR . Info DFR query rankings may not agree using different DFR models. Because the correlation factor is negative, and since we trigger the QE when InfoQ is below a given threshold, a cautious way to smooth different Info DFR values is to compare the threshold to the maximum value of all these DFR models, InfoPriorQ included. InfoQ has a higher correlation with QE (ρ(QE, InfoQ) = −0.33) than InfoPriorQ (see Figure 3) , and a smaller correlation factor with the query length 1 (ρ(QE, InfoQ) = 0.62 ).
Discussion of results
In Table 4 we summarize the results on the selective application of QE. The MAP(X) values are not reported since the new values are similar to those in the full QE models; thus we focus on the other measures. We compare the performance of models with full QE with the performance of the models with selective QE under the same setting.
The first remark is that the decision rule for QE activation is quite robust. The MAP of models with selective QE is greater than the MAP of the full QE models for a large range of values of the threshold parameter (>= 0). In fact, InfoQ provides with a high degree of confidence the cases in which QE should be absolutely activated, which are the cases when InfoQ assumes very small negative values, as it can be seen in Figure 3 . This explains why the new value Table 4 . The selective application of QE.
Parameters
Runs with QE I(n)B2 I(n e )OL2 I(n)OL2 I(n e )OL2 DFR Models c = 3 I(n)B2 I(n e)OL2 I(n)OL2 I(n e)OL2 DFR Expansion models β = 0. of MAP keeps constantly larger than the MAP obtained with all queries expanded. This decision method is thus safe.The behavior of Precision at 10 is more variable, depending on the choice of the threshold. The second observation is that selective QE positively affects the NrTopicsWithNoRel measure. The models with selective QE have almost the same NrTopicsWithNoRel performance as the unexpanded runs, and this is one of the main objectives of our investigation.
Conclusions
We have defined two information theoretic functions used to predict the querydifficulty and to selectively apply QE. Our objective was to avoid the application of QE on the set of worst (difficult) topics. Indeed, QE application predictor achieves a performance similar to that of the unexpanded method on the worst topics, and better performance than full QE on the whole set of topics. Our work is thus a promising step towards a decision methodology for the selective use of the QE.
